Congratulations to the artists whose artwork has been selected for inclusion in the 81st Regional Exhibition of Art & Craft! We continue to be inspired by our creative community and we appreciate all of the artists and crafters who submitted this year. We hope you will join us for our opening celebration on Friday, June 24, 6-8pm here at FAM.

Artwork not on this list will be available for pick-up in our lobby Friday, June 17 (12pm-4pm) and Saturday, June 18 (12pm-4pm). We loved seeing so many exiting and diverse representations of artistic style, medium, and point of view from across the region and we hope you will consider applying next year.

Evelyn Absher
Healing Waters – Secrets of the Whispering Well

Cheryl Sutton Adams
The Pump House – Barre

Amy Archambault (Remby)
Bounce
Match

Bayda Asbridge
Alan Kudri Dream of Peace

Evelien Bachrach
Which Point of View?

Lisa Barthelson
Wired and Worn Blue, Family Debris Series

Katharine Bell
Some of Martha’s Boys
The Gerandines

Bryony Bensly
Bacchus
The Green Man’s Daughter

Eugenie Lewalski Berg
Three Over, Two Down Buttons on the Inside Out

Karen Bird
Heirloom
Last Piece

Crystal Blanchflower
All Eyes on You

Ashley Brewer
Room #3
Untitled

Ann Capodaglì
Common View

Tom Carrigan
Pulley Lamp

Doug Caves
The Evening Before

Teresa Coates
Tussle
Rookie

Danis Collett
Grove

Don Collette
Le Voyeur
The Daredevil

Merill Comeau
The Sins of the Mother Rest Heavily

Kim Cunningham
Birch Walk

Louis Despres
#265 – “the believer” series
Janet Dore
Blue Shades 1

James Dye
The City of Trumpets
Architect of the High City

Katie Dye
Cruciatus

Ralph J. Ferro
All That Jazz

Charles Gibbs
Stanley

Amanda Gibson
 Presidents of Mount Rushmore
Death Penalty

Leslie Graff
“Her Piece of the Pie”
“How it Looked in the Reflection”

Simon H. Gregory
Carnival

Conrad Guertin
Just Another Still Life
Allens Pond

Meaghan L. Hardy–Lavoie
Dream Big Dreams
Singular Girl

Alisa Harrison
Morning Milk

Kay Hartung
Bio Flow 5

John Hayes–Nikas
The Return: Orbis Tertius

Scarlett Victoria Hoey
Gran on the Veranda

Ginger Hughes
Hughes Flower Garden

Clifton J. Hunt
Ode to Helmantel
Joe’s Bowl

Susan Kellogg
Bug Bowl II

Rebecca Killeen–Brown
Wyeth Remembered
Sense of Security

Terry Lamacchia
Triplets

James Lambert
Homage: Evoking Eleanor Norcross

Joe Landry
My Rothko

Walter Landry
Tree in Three

Kurt Landry
Vista #1
Vista #2

Matthew LeBlanc
Bad Wolf
Beare Bones

Priscilla Levesque
The Red Shed

Lisa Maillet
Puddle

Kevin McCarthy
Old Fitchburg High School
Lucy McCurn
Verona

Laurie McGowan
Siena
Olhao, Portugal

Cheryl Miller
Momentary
The Center of Things

Dug Morton
Alone

Eric Nichols
Untitled
Untitled

Scott Niemi
What Dreams May Come

Robin Oliver
Village - Early Spring

Anna Marie Ottaviano
Nest, Reconstructed
Nest II

John Pagano
Seated Figure
Ferdinand Meets Umi at the Beach

Elaine M. Page
Westminster Windows

Susan Paju
Summer Song

Geeta Pani
Along the Freeman Trail

Emily Passman
141 Selfies-5th in a Series
Still Life without Blue Bowl

Colleen Pearce
I Refuse to be Silence

Bethany Peck
Worn Away

Zoe Perry-wood
Title TBD
Title TBD

Anne Plaisance
Life Happens

Cheryl Polcaro
Hand Me Downs

Jessie Pollock
"Vanishing Landscape," Stonewall Series

Tracie Pouliot and the Collaborators at the Chair City Community Art Center
Chair City Oral History Series: Guy Savoie
Chair City Oral History Series: Dale Lucier

Nan Quintin
In a Vacant House

Suzanne Revy
The Ningen
Alien

Robin Reynolds
Hydrangea + Burgundy Petunia

Robb Sandagata
Data Dump

Amanda Kidd Schall
Crust

Jennifer R. Schmitt
Hex I
Natura I
Leslie Schomp  
Horse Girl With Morning Glory  
Double Portrait Bust

Janet Schwartz  
Windup Dancers

Susan Sedgwick  
Southampton Boat Works Light circa 1930

Brittany Severance  
Janet’s Reading Space

David L. Smith  
T Service

Tyler Steff  
Faces  
Robot

Maggie Stern  
Bird

Joanne Stowell  
The Aftermath

Susan Swinand  
Origins, I  
Origins, II

Allison Thiel  
Mellifluous

Tyler Vance  
Echir’s Prayer

Susan Wadsworth  
Grand Canyon, Desert View

Kellie Weeks  
Reverie

Neil Wilkins  
Transition Mesophase #3

Melanie Zibit  
Moon Goddess